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Pipa is known as “the king of the plucked string music”. In the long history of 
the development, it has accumulated superb playing skills and wide-ranging 
repertoires, and also formed the art of the pipa with unique style and lots of genres. It 
passes on from generation to generation and holds its field for quite a long time. Thus, 
it becomes an important instrument which could be played not only solo, but also 
widely used in accompany and instrumental ensemble in the Chinese orchestra. 
From the opinion of academic circle, there were two artistic peaks during the 
development of pipa. The first appeared in Tang Dynasty marked with played 
horizontally. The second was promoted in Ming and Qing Dynasties by the vigorous 
grow of opera music. With the continuous development of market economy, the 
deepening of reform and opening up, multi-cultural and pop music bring difficulties 
and development bottleneck to our traditional music (including pipa). So, pipa faces 
severe challenges on its development. At the same time, another kind of 
art——guzheng conforms to the trend of our times, and grasps the trend of people’s 
aesthetics on music accurately. Accordingly, it emerges as a new force, circulates 
widely and receives a boom in development. Considering the following two aspects, 
this paper analyze the road to prosperity for Chinese pipa. 
First, although pipa has a rich history with three artistic peaks, it met with 
stagnate at the turn of the new century still. The reason for this phenomenon needs to 
be discovered. 
Second, although pipa meets bottleneck in its development, guzheng, which is 
also our national instrument, seize the opportunity and get a quick development. 
These two quite different development paths provoke deep thinking of the writer. 
Therefore, the main structure of this thesis is on the basis of horizontal 
comparison between pipa and guzheng, and also on the basis of analysis for the 
reasons of three peak of pipa. Specifically speaking, this thesis will attempt to discuss 
and argue the path for pipa to get out of a tight spot and its sustainable development, 














founding of the People's Republic and vertical analysis on the three peaks of pipa. 
This thesis has three parts. 
The first part is about comparison between pipa and guzheng after the founding 
of the People's Republic. In this part, the writer mainly introduces the development of 
pipa and guzheng, and then comes to a conclusion why the development of pipa is 
subject to some constraint compared to guzheng.  
The second part is about the analysis on three peaks during the development of 
pipa, and sum up the common characteristics for this three peak, namely peaks in Sui 
and Tang dynasties, Ming and Qing dynasties, the beginning of People's Republic’s 
founding. 
The third part is about the thinking on the paths for pipa to get out of a tight spot 
and get back its prosperity. It contains the analysis on bottleneck in the development 
of pipa and the favorable factors for its bounce back. Finally, the writer make a 
conclusion that pipa should follow the international path for its prosperity by “trace 
the origin”, “post-modernity”, “achieving harmony”, “Chinese and Western 
combined”, “play contemporary music by traditional ways”, “Different in approaches 
but equally satisfactory in results”, and so on. 
The valuable comments and suggestions from professors, experts and teachers 
are welcome because of the writer’s little talent learning and even fallacious reasoning 
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1. “一枝独秀”（建国后——20 世纪 70 年代） 
新中国成立以后，国家统一稳定、民主和睦团结、经济文化持续发展，中国
琵琶艺术形成了第三大高峰期，在各类民族乐器竞相发展中堪称“一枝独秀”。 




























































2.“傲立寒霜”（20 世纪 70 年代——90 年代初） 
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